How to Look Up and Enter a Return Item (469)
 For the purpose of this exercise, only the Return Items that have a Bank Statement Code of 469 should be
manually entered. All other Return Items will be automatically uploaded.
 When we upgraded from 8.8 to 9.2, we discovered that the deposit upload process could not tell the
difference between a depository account and a disbursement account and you either entered all of the
transactions for a Bank Statement Code or none of them.
 Bank Statement Code 469 is the code used for ACH disbursements, so if we were to upload these
transactions it would upload them for the disbursement accounts as well. This would cause a problem,
because the ACH disbursements are booked through the Accounts Payables module.
 Since uploading the 469 transactions in SHARE would negatively impact the disbursement account more
than the depository accounts, it was decided that they would not be uploaded. This means agencies will
need to monitor their bank accounts and enter any Return Item with a Bank Statement Code of 469
manually.


STO will be working with Wells Fargo Bank to see if they can change the Bank Statement Codes on the
depository accounts to something else. I am not sure if that is possible or how long it will take.
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Step 1: Retrieve the Return Item query to see if you have any deposits. This must be done at
least once a month.
 Go to > Reporting Tools > Query > Query Viewer
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 (1) Type “NMS_RETURN_ITEM” in the Search By box and then (2) click search.
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 Click the “Excel” hyperlink
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 (1) Input the first and last day of the month you are looking for and your business unit. Then
(2) click View Results.
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 The results will be exported into an excel file. Depending on your Internet Browser, the file
will appear in different ways. The first example is Explorer and the Second is Chrome. Click to
Open.
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 You will need data from the highlighted columns to complete your deposit(s). Please
remember that only Return Items with a Bank Statement Code of 469 need to be manually
entered. All others will be automatically uploaded.
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Step 2: Enter the Return Item(s) into SHARE

 Go to Accounts Receivable > Payments > Online Payments > Regular Deposit
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 (1) Click the “Add a New Value” tab and then (2) type the Reference ID of your Return Item in
the Deposit ID Box. (3) Click “Add”.
 Remember, the Return Item Reference ID is located on the excel spreadsheet of the
NMS_RETURN_ITEM Query. See snippet on page 5.
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 Enter the deposit information on the “Totals” tab.
 1: Input the Bank Date from the Return Item query in the*Accounting Date box.
 2: Input WFB10 in the *Bank Code box.
 3: Input the Bank Account from the Return Item query in the *Bank Account box. Please
use Bank Account specific to your Agency, 3431 is just example.
 4: Input R in the *Deposit Type box.
 5: Enter the Amount from the Return Item query, but make sure it is negative (this is a
Return), in the Control Total Amount Box. The *Count will be 1.
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 Note: If the period is closed, you will need to use the first day of the month that is open and
input the bank date into the *Received date.
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 (A) Click on the Payment Tab.
 1: Enter they Payment ID (same as the Deposit ID unless you have a different system)
 2: Enter the *Accounting Date (the bank date unless the period is closed)
 3: Enter the Amount (make sure this is negative)
A
2

1
3
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 (1) Click the Journal Directly box and then (2) click save.
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Step 3: Enter the Account Information
 Go to Accounts Receivable > Payments > Direct Journal Payments > Create Accounting Entries
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 (1) Type in the Deposit ID of the Return Item or (2) click search and select it from the list.
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 (1) Enter the Accounting string for the Return Item.
 NOTE: You may need to scroll to the right to enter additional fields. See the yellow
highlighted scroll bar below.
(2) Click the Lightning Bolt.
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 (1) Click the Complete Box and then (2) click Save.
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 Click the Budget Check Icon.
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If the Budget Status is “Valid”, no further action is needed.
If the Budget Status is “Error”, there is an error in your accounting string and it must be fixed.
If the Budget Status/Deposit is not “Valid”, it will NOT post to your General Ledger.
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